M
easurement is an essential feature of every management information system (MIS) of which w e are aware, though it has been little studied in this context . The MIS data base is typically replete with measures of various kinds, but the measurement properties o f MIS data have as yet received little attention from practitioners and theoreticians alike . It is our view that thi s inattention is unfortunate . Measurement deserves recognition as one of the most important foundations of MIS .
While measurement is currently well-recognized as a component of scientific methodology, it is less well appreciated for its various roles in management (Mason an d Swanson, 1979) . During the last six years, the author s have collaborated on a study project designed to articulate these management aspects from an MIS perspective. A progress report on this undertaking, in the form of a book of readings, will soon appear . (Mason and Swanson , 1981) . In the present paper, we content ourselves with a brief summary of some of the most important aspects o f measurement as an MIS foundation . F OUNDATIONAL ASPECTS . Seven aspects o f measurement are of particular importance in term s of MIS foundations . These are summarized in Figure 1 . Each will be discussed briefly in turn . of organizational productivity, issues of scale type , reliability, sensitivity, objectivity, and validity may all b e of critical significance . However, other issues, beyon d those of traditional scientific and technical concern, ar e of equal importance, as the sections which follow attemp t to indicate .
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CHARACTER-ISTICS.

DESIGN CIIOICES.
Churchman (1967) ha s identified four design choices which are intrinsic to th e measurement process, for both scientific and manageria l applications . The nature of each of these choices require s that trade-offs in cost-effectiveness be made .
The first choice, that of language, involves weighin g the benefits of language refinement with the costs o f understandability on the part of the using population . A n example is the decision to use multiple measures of th e money supply in the U .S ., a refinement in language tha t must bear the social costs of understanding involved .
A second choice is that of specification, a decision which weighs breadth of application against the costs o f generalizing the measurement process . Here an exampl e would be a decision to use a common measure o f productivity for firms in multiple industries .
A third design choice is that of standardization, i .e. , the determination of the set of circumstances unde r which measures are to be generated, or to whic h measures are to be adjusted . Here, costs o f standardization must be balanced against the benefits o f comparability achieved . The development of accountin g standards provides a commonplace example, in this case .
Finally, the choice of the appropriate level of accuracy and control in measurement must consider a simila r trade-off of costs and benefits . The design of a management control system in an organizationa l hierarchy involves such trade-offs, for example .
The design of any MIS requires that the four choice s identified by Churchman be intelligently made .
INFORMATION AND DECISION SUPPORT.
Measures for management may further be classified according to four levels of information and decisio n support (Churchman, 1968) .
At the first level, termed suggestive, minima l assumptions are made about the user ' s informatio n needs . An illustration, in the context of a marketin g problem, might be, "Sales last quarter were down 15 % over the same quarter a year ago . "
At the second level, termed predictive, the measures make a statement about the contingent future, assumin g certain choice alternatives for the decision maker . A n illustration here would be, "Sales may be increased nex t year by 25% over this year, by adoption of the ne w marketing plan . " Decisive measures constitute the third level of support, and provide closure to the decision-making situation , implying a choice . An illustration, in the context of th e marketing problem, might be, " The internal rate o f return on implementation of the new marketing plan , over the next five years, is expected to be 30% . " At the fourth level of support, the systemic level, th e manager's problem situation is placed in an enlarge d context, which provides a challenge to "premature " closure . An illustration here might be, " Marketing is th e third most important problem area for our organization , after research and product development, and productio n quality control . "
One of the most important design issues for any MIS i s the determination of the appropriate level(s) o f information and decision support to be provided in th e measurements reported to management .
MANAGERIAL FUNCTIONS.
Measures may also be classified according to the managerial function s supported by information . These functions include attention-directing, problem-solving, and scorecardkeeping (March and Simon, 1958) .
Attention-directing provides an answer to the question , "What problems shall I look into? " A commo n measurement for this purpose is the cost accountin g variance, for example.
Problem-solving answers the question, "What cours e of action is better?" Here, a cost-benefit ratio provides a n illustrative example.
Scorecard-keeping is based upon the question, "Ho w well am I doing?" The periodic reporting of profit an d production figures provide classical examples o f measurement for this purpose .
Measures in a management information system ma y support any or all of the functions described . A n important MIS design problem is the choice of th e appropriate mix of managerial functions to be supported , and the associated set of measures which will achieve thi s end .
ORGANIZATIONAL FOCUS, Measurements fo r management decision also have an organizational focus . Three levels ,of measures are of special importance in thi s regard :
1. Measures of organizational attributes, e .g . productivity, profitability, market leadership ; 2. Measures of individual attributes of persons, e .g . , aptitude, attitude, skill level, job performance ; an d 3. Measures of societal characteristics, e .g . , population, employment, education, environmenta l quality , The imperative to measure at each of these three level s can be derived in terms of the systems theory o f Churchman (1971), as we have argued (Mason an d Swanson, 1979) .
Measurement problems typically differ in certai n ways, at each of the levels of focus . At the organizationa l level, the search is often for a "bottom line" indicator o f performance, in terms of which all organizational activity is ultimately rationalized . Questions of organizationa l purpose are fundamental here .
At the individual level, predictive measurement of rol e performance is of particular interest . Here, psychologica l measurement techniques are often of use.
At the societal level, the need is to provide bot h information about the organization's environment for th e organization, and information about organizations i n aggregate for social decision making . Here, technique s for generating social indicators predominate .
The typical MIS is focused at one or more of the thre e levels indicated . An important design issue is th e determination of the appropriate focus, and th e associated choice of measurements to implement thi s focus .
INFORMATION SYSTEM ORIGIN .
A n information system consists of three generic functiona l components :
1. A data gathering function ; 2. A data processing function ; an d 3. An inquiring and deciding function . Measurement may occur as part of each . To illustrate, consider an information system which supports th e admissions office of a university. Among the dat a gathered on an applicant would be measures of scholasti c abilities such as those provided by the Educationa l Testing Service (ETS) . In processing the data gathered, a predictive measure of the applicant's likely performanc e as a student might further be generated . Finally, i n deciding upon admission, the applicants might be ranked . Thus, it is seen that measurement may permeate each of an information system's basic generic functions .
The design of any MIS requires that the origin of it s measurements be appropriately distributed across it s three basic functions .
commonly plays an important role, and this i s communicated explicitly or implicitly, to the individua l rated . The individual rated adapts his or her behavior i n turn . Users of the ratings, for example, personne l departments, further communicate additional aspects o f the measurements by means of their decisions ; and bot h measurers and measurees again adapt their behavior s accordingly. In some appraisal systems, for example, i t becomes known that an " average " rating will not suffic e for an average pay raise, and the rating given is thu s inflated to the level anticipated to be necessary .
Measures for management decision are, in sum, "fo r keeps . " Their semantics and pragmatics ar e communicated as much by the choices, which are mad e in their light, as by their nominal pre-defined meanings . Behaviors in each of the three indicated roles play a n important part in this adaptive process . The design of an y MIS must necessarily anticipate these behaviora l dimensions .
M i 1
M easurement is typically an integral component o f an MIS design . In our view, a theory o f management information systems should thus includ e measurement among its elements . While measurement i s common to today's MIS's, it is our observation that muc h is crudely done, reflecting a lack of sophistication with regard to the seven measurement aspects discusse d above . When the student of MIS becomes a student o f measurement as well, there is reason to hope that thi s deficiency may be remedied .
